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Heidi K. S. Napolitino

From: Diane Cashman <dcashman1010@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 31, 2022 10:18 AM
To: Mike Quinn; Rajeev Thakur; Andrew DeDonker; Terry Bryant; John Brock; Eric Faison; 

Elizabeth Mitchell; Brian Bogen; Heidi K. S. Napolitino
Subject: PUBLIC COMMENT

Hello Council members, Mayor, Town Administrator and Public Works: 

 

Thank you for the work you do for the Town of Woodway. This message is PUBLIC COMMENT; I request that 
it be placed, in its full textual entirety in the minutes of the June 6, 2022 Council meeting.  I have had more time 
to think about Mr. Naison's response to me on April 21, 2022 regarding my request to have the 'rain garden' 
installation stopped or even delayed.  Here are my additional thoughts: 

 

As quoted from Mr. Faison's email, “For a little bit of background, the Town’s storm water system and plan 
were designed to comply with the Federal Government’s National Pollution Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) permitting requirements.  These requirements regulate both the quantity and quality of storm 
water.  The Twin Maples Plan was finalized and construction accelerated in 2014 not just because of NPDES 
requirements or because we thought they were attractive, but because residents living at the low spot for the 
neighborhood (the southeast corner of Twin Maples) were experiencing flooding.” 

1. More to the point: how many SE corner residents have actually gone on record and complained about a 
flooding problem between 2014 and now?  Since there appear to be no documented resident 
complaints - why is the Town now spending money for a non-problem? I have interviewed the two 
houses most affected, identified by Mr. Faison, and residents deny flooding since 2009.   

2. If there is a flooding problem, given the project was completed only 8 years ago in 2014 – why has it 
failed to stop the SE corner flooding?  How much did the Town pay for this NPDES permitted solution 
that apparently has failed?  What recourse does the Town have to sue for a faulty engineering design 
and/or construction, or to remedy the failed solution?  Was Pace the design engineering company? 
Were at least two other bids sought, to compare pricing and engineering detail?  If flooding is still an 
issue, why would the Town contract with Pace again for the rain gardens solution when they obviously 
didn’t solve the problem in the first place? 

3. If the 2014 design met all the NPDES permitting requirements without rain gardens, why would rain 
gardens now be needed when supplemental gravel collection areas would suffice – and likely cost 75-
90% less?  What has changed in the storm water quality/content in 8 years that would require the 
additional toxic metal filtering that rain gardens provide, when the addition of a few strategically located 
gravel collection areas will do the job? 

4. What do the NPDES requirements say about the relative contribution of 44+ homes’ septic systems 
(some homes are already on sewer) to ground water contamination vs. street storm water 
contamination?  What studies were done on the relative impact and relative pollution contribution of 
each?  If 44+ septic tanks’ ground water seepage materially degrades storm water quality, and that 
situation has existed in Twin Maples for over 50 years – then ANYTHING that helps collect and filter 
storm water overflow would be a benefit.  It is unlikely that the NPDES requirements can be 
retroactively applied to a 50-yr old grandfather situation with septic tanks.  Where is all of the analysis 
that proves the relative contributions of rain gardens vs. gravel collection areas vs. septic systems? 
How can one make a $50-$60,000 decision without knowing all the facts?  Where is the due diligence? 
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Mr. Faison went to say, “The two catch basins located on either side of the south end of 111th are not 
connected to the outlet at the southeast corner of Twin Maples.  The catch basins drain to gravel located 
underground in the middle of the street.  They have failed because gravel under the road has filled with 
debris.  As a result, the storm water has eroded the soils under the catch basins and created large 
sinkholes.  The project with Olympic View is designed to fix this problem.”    

1. If the dual isolated catch basin design was sufficient to pass NPDES permitting in 2014 – why are rain 
gardens needed to now pass permitting? 

2. If Olympic View’s upcoming installation of the new water main will solve this part of the storm water 
problem, why is anything else needed? Why will the addition of TWO "rain gardens" for $60,000 be 
needed? 

3. If the dual isolated catch basin design was faulty and was done by Pace Engineering, why shouldn’t 
they resolve the problem, and if they don’t why should the Town continue to use Pace on any 
engineering projects? 

4. Why were the two isolated catch basins not originally connected to the outlet at the southeast corner of 
Twin maples?  Why is there not a gravity-fed outlet that drains into the Town Reserve – which is an 
infinite rain garden compared to two streets and 44+  houses worth of storm water overflow? 

5. Why can’t the isolated gravel catch basins just be enlarged and cleaned out to solve the problem? 
6. Where is the analysis to answer these questions and to offer economic alternatives? 

 
I have used this message to ask the above questions because they are so crucial to the issue of only TWO 
"rain gardens", for the sum of up to $60,000 .  How can the Town be so willing to spend the money: 

 without showing any of the above noted studies? 
 without showing at least two additional bids? 
 without providing written evidence from homeowners that flooding is occurring? 
 without providing traffic and safety studies that will help to ensure the safety of those who live in Twin 

Maples? 
 without acknowledging that using gravel, accepted by the NPDES, at 90% less cost than the proposed 

"rain garden" with plants/trees, is an acceptable and fine alternative? 

 
As I've said, the work for which you put yourselves up for a vote and are doing on a volunteer basis is 
difficult.  You are there by choice but have no less responsibility because you are volunteers.  Your decision-
making and responsibility to respond to residents is just as important as if you were paid members of a 
Council. If a response is generated to this message, I request that it be from an elected Town official.  Please 
note, this is PUBLIC COMMENT and is requested to be published in its entirety within the minutes of the June 
6, 2022 Council meeting. 
 
With gratitude, 
 
Diane Cashman 
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The only thing better than singing is more singing 
                             Ella Fitzgerald 


